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Finite Elasticity Solutions Using 
Hybrid Finite Elements Based on a 
Complementary Energy Principle 
The possibility of deriving a complementary energy principle, for the incremental analy
sis of finite deformations of nonlinear-elastic solids, in terms of incremental Piola-
Lagrange (unsymmetric) stress alone, is examined. A new incremental hybrid stress fi
nite-element model, based on an incremental complementary energy principle involving 
both the incremental Piola-Lagrange stress, and an incremental rotation tensor which 
leads to discretization of rotational equilibrium equations, is presented. An application 
of this new method to the finite strain analysis of a compressible nonlinear-elastic solid 
is included, and the numerical results are discussed. 

Introduction 

Most of the work in finite elasticity is based on the simplifying 
assumption of incompressibility, and very few analytical solutions 
to boundary-value problems for compressible elastic solids can be 
found. Even the numerical solutions based, notably, on the finite-
element method are few. As summarized in the book by Oden [1], al
most all of the finite-element solutions for finite elasticity problems 
are based on the principle of stationary potential energy. In the fi
nite-element terminology, these can be said to be based on the so-
called "compatible displacement finite-element model." However, 
to the best of authors' knowledge, no studies exist on the convergence 
of such finite-element solutions for finite elasticity. From this 
standpoint, as well as from that of the related question of studying 
solution bounds, it is of interest to construct finite-element solutions 
for such finite elasticity problems based, if possible, on the comple
mentary energy principle. 

Finite-element formulations for finite elasticity problems based 
on multifield variational principles, i.e., those involving stresses, 
strains, and displacements all as independent variables were discussed 
by Nemat-Nasser and his coworkers [2,3]. General incremental var
iational principles, using alternate measures of stress and conjugate 
measures of strain for finite elasticity, and their modifications which 
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also allow for the a priori relaxation of constraints of interelement 
displacement continuity and traction reciprocity, were summarized 
recently by the authors [4]. Various hybrid finite-element models were 
shown [4] to be derivable as special cases of these general principles, 
and both stationary Lagrangean as well as updated Lagrangean-type 
incremental formulations were presented. 

In the present paper we are concerned primarily with the devel
opment and application of incremental finite-element formulations 
for finite elasticity, using a complementary energy principle. The 
considerations of complementary energy principles for finite elasticity 
are of very recent origin, as seen from the recent works of Zubov [5], 
the late Fraeijs de Veubeke [6], Koiter [7,8], Christoffersen [9], Dill 
[10], and [4]. In the present paper, we start with a summary of these 
works, and examine the possibility of casting them into incremental 
form, to facilitate the construction of piecewise-linear incremental 
finite-element solutions for a finite strain problem. Thus we first treat 
the question whether the incremental complementary energy prin
ciple can be cast entirely in terms of the unsymmetric incremental 
Piola-Lagrange (or what is also referred to as the first Piola-Kirchhoff) 
stress. Second, we consider the incremental version of the comple
mentary principle stated in [6], which involves both the incremental 
Piola-Lagrange stress and the incremental rotation tensor, and which 
yields the incremental angular momentum balance equations as its 
Euler equations. We then develop a "hybrid" finite-element formu
lation based on this principle, which, in addition, allows for the a priori 
relaxation of traction reciprocity condition at the interelement 
boundaries (this modification to the principle is the reason for labeling 
the finite-element model a "hybrid stress model," consistent with the 
general theory of hybrid models as discussed in [4,11]). The developed 
finite-element procedure is applied to solve the problem of stretching 
to twice its original length ("the biaxial strip problem") of a sheet 
made of a nonlinear elastic compressible material of the Blatz-ko [12] 
type; and the results are discussed. 

In order, however, to make the present paper reasonably self-con-
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tained, we begin with some preliminaries of kinematics, definition 
of various stress measures and their conjugate strain measures, the 
field equations as expressed in these alternate measures, and various 
forms of constitutive relations, pertaining to the considered problem 
of finite elasticity. 

1 Basic Formulation 
For simplicity, the initial as well as deformed configurations of the 

solid are referred to the same Cartesian frame. The undeformed and 
deformed position vectors are x and y_, respectively. The gradient of 
%_ is the tensor F, such that,1 

dz = F-dx; F=Vx; Fi;- = yu (1) 

The nonsingular F has the polar-decomposition, 

F=a-(l+h) (2) 

where (I + h) is a symmetric, positive-definite tensor, herein called 
the stretch tensor; / is the identity tensor; and a is the orthogonal 
rotation tensor, such that, aT =_ a - 1 . The gradient of the displacement 
vector u is defined by 

e = Vu; eij = uij (3) 

The deformation tensor, G, is defined by 

G = FT • F = (h +J)2 (4) 

The Green-Lagrange strain tensor is defined by 

g = - (G - / ) = - [Vu + (Vu)T + (VM)T • (Vu)] (5) 

Following [6,13] we define the Piola-Lagrange (unsymmetric) stress 
tensor t; and the symmetric Kirchhoff-Trefftz stress S, in terms of 
the true (Euler) stress r in the deformed body, through the following 
relations: 

T = -F-t = -F-S-FT (6a) 
. - J i - ~ J'~ - -• 

or, inversely, 

t = J(F~1-f); and S = J(F^ • r -F-T)_ (6b) 

and 

t = S-FT (6c) 

where J is the determinant of the matrix (yij). If W, the strain energy 
per unit initial volume, is expressed symmetrically in terms of the six 
independent strain measures, (1/2) (gij + gji), the stress-strain rela
tions can be summarized [6] as 

S = dW/dg (Symm.); t = dW/deT (Unsym.) (7) 

The Jaumann stress tensor, which we label as r, is defined, following 
[6], as 

r = dW/dh (Symm.) (8) 

which leads to the relations 

r = ~(t-a + aT • tT) = - [S • (7 + h) + (I + h) • S] (9) 

A general three-field variational principle involving S, g, and u, 
whose Euler equations and natural boundary conditions (b.c) are the 
full set of field equations and b.c for the finite elasticity problem, has 
been stated by Washizu [14]. The impossibility of deriving a single-
field complementary, energy principle for finite elasticity, involving 

1 In the following we use the notation; ~ under symbol denotes a tensor; — 
under symbol denotes a vector; V = y„ (d/bXm) denotes the gradient in unde
formed metric; ( ) , m denotes d( )/dXm; A -B denotes productof two tensors 
such that (A • B)y = AikBkj; A:B - trace (AT • B) =A;jBij, i.e., the inner product 
of two tensors; u • t = u;t,-, i.e., dot product of two vectors; and a = A • b, i.e., a; 
= A,7ibj!i.TheexpressionV£does not mean the tensor product of V with %, but 
is defined by equation (1). 

S alone is well known [4, 14]. If, on the other hand, one uses th 
measures t, e, and u in formulating the finite elasticity problem ii 
is shown in [6, 4] that the stationarity conditions of the functional 

Tflwd, e, u) =' f {W[g(e)] + tT: [Vu - e] — pog • u | dv 
JVa - - -

- J I • uds - I t • (u - U)ds (IQ 
«^S„o *J Sua 

lead to the equations, 

•t + P 0g=0 

e = Vu 

de 

n • t on S„0 

= 5 on Suo 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

and finally, the rotational equilibrium condition 

F-t=_t_T.FT (i6) 

The fact that the rotational equilibrium equations (16) become in
tegrated in the principle of equation (10) provided W has a special 
structure (namely, that W is expressed in terms of (l/2)(gy + gjt)) j s 

noted in [6]; for, in that case, 

_dW_M^dgm_ 
tij = - - „ ~ ^'imJ'jm (17) 

oeji Ogmn Oeji 
Thus, by definition, 

t = S*FT (18) 

The definition of equation (18) and the fact that S is symmetric, re
duce the rotational equilibrium equation (16) to a trivial identity. 

The question of constructing the complementary energy principle 
based on t alone has been a subject of much recent study. If equations 
(11) and (14) are satisfied a priori (which is simple to accomplish), 
it is seen that u can be eliminated as a variable in equation (10). 
Further e can be eliminated from equation (10) provided the contact 
transformation 

W-tT:e = -nt) (19) 

exists. This contact transformation depends on finding the inverse 
of the relation, 

f = dW/de (20) 

That there is no unique inverse relation in general for e in terms of 
t has been noted by Truesdell and Noll [13], and more recently in [10]. 
In the case of isotropic "semilinear" materials, Zubov [5] attempts 
to establish such an inverse relation, however his arguments were 
refuted by Dill [10] who shows that the inverse relation must be 
multiple-valued. Further, Fraeijs de Veubeke [6] has earlier discussed 
the difficulties associated with evaluating T in terms of t alone, such 
that the rotational equilibrium equations, for general materials, may 
be reflected in the special structure for T, if the rotational equilibrium 
equations, equation (16) are expected to be built in the complemen
tary energy principle, and the stress t is subject to only the constraint 
of linear momentum balance equation, equation (11). Thus even 
though some progress has been made, much remains to be done in 
order to derive a truly complementary energy principle involving,! 
alone (with rotational equilibrium conditions being inherently em
bedded in the principle) which is in a practically applicable form.2 

2 This is not to deny forever the existence of such a principle. Recently 
Washizu [15] succeeded in deriving a complementary energy principle involving 
t alone for a special class of finite deformation problems. These cases can be 
described as small strain, small rotation, linear elastic but finite deformation 
problems of beams and plates wherein certain plausible deformation hypotheses 
of the Kirchhoff-type are invoked; thus only a few displacement gradients entef 
the nonlinear strain-displacement relations. 
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Finally- it is shown in [6, 4] that the functional, 

= |vJ^]+f:[(/+V„-,.(/ + ^ ) ] | ^ 
— I P08. * U.dv — 1 £ • uds — i t • (u — u )ds (21) 

vliere W is expressed symmetrically as a function of the engineering 
cirain tensor h; has its Euler equations and natural b.c: 

V . t + P 0 £ = 0 

(h + I) • t • a = Symmetric 

dW/dh = -(t-a + aT-tT) = r 
~ 2 ~ ~ - ~ 

(1+ Vw) = a- (I + h) 

t = ~t on S„0 

u = u on Suo 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Thus the rotational equilibrium equations, equation (23), follow, 
unambiguously, as the Euler equations corresponding to the variation 
of the functional with respect to the rotation tensor a. As discussed 
in [6] the stress-strain relations, equations (24), can be inverted (again, 
this is in the nature of a physical assumption) and thus the contact 
transformation, 

r.h - W(h) = R(r) (28) 

can be established. Through this transformation, strains h can be 
eliminated from equation (21) and, further if equation (22) and (26), 
are satisfied a priori, u can be eliminated from equation (21), to obtain 
a complementary energy principle, 

7 rc ( t ; a )= f \-R(r) + tT: [I - a]}dv + C t-uds (29) 
•Jvo - - - - j S u o 

whose Euler equations and natural b.c are equations (23), (25), and 
(27). 

For purposes of applications to meaningful boundary-value prob
lems in finite elasticity through the method of finite elements, our 
primary interest is in the incremental counterparts of the foregoing 
principles and these are taken up in the following, for simplicity as 
well as reasons of space, we restrict our attention to the stationary 
Lagrangean version of these incremental principles. 

Incrementa l (Tota l L a g r a n g e a n ) F o r m u l a t i o n 
Here, the loading process is considered in a finite number of in

crements, and we consider that the state variables in the solid are 
represented by the sets |C;v) and \CN+I) prior to, and after the addition 
of the (N + l)th load increment, respectively. The metric of Co is used 
to refer all the state variables in each subsequent state. Let state CM 
be defined by the variables, | SN;tN;x,N;gN_; eN; uN; hN; aN; etc.), 
and a similar set of variables in C^+i with the superscript (JV + 1). 
Let the incremental variables in passing from CN to CM+I be {AS; At.; 
Ar; Ag; As; Au; Ah; A«; etc.|. This incremental state is symbolized 
by the set '[AC]; thus formally, (Cw + 1 | = \CN] + i AC). Let the value of 
a functional TT, governing a given variational principle, be TT[CN+1] 
and i r [ C ] at states CN+1 and CN, respectively. Through the substi
tution of the respective state variables, one can obtain, in general, 

v(CN+i) _ „.(CiV) = x ( C w + A C ) _ „.(C) 

= constant + wl(CN; first-order terms of AC) 

+ ir2(CN; second-order terms of AC) 

+ w3(CN; 3rd and higher-order terms of AC) (30) 

It can easily be shown that, in general, Sir1 = 0 if state CN truly 
satisfies the relevant field equations. It can also be shown that b(ir2 

+ IT3) = 0 leads to the fully nonlinear incremental field equations, 
relevant to the given variational principle. However, if the increments 

are sufficiently small, the incremental field equations can be linear
ized, and these, for a given variational principle, can be shown to follow 
from dw2 ~ 0. Thus, in subsequent discussions, TT3 is ignored; thus 
paving the way for piecewise linear incremental solutions. As dis
cussed in [4], in order to prevent the piecewise-linear incremental 
solution path from straying, as little as possible from the true solution, 
it is generally advisable to retain the term x1 to generate iterative 
"correction procedures." Thus the solution procedure can be sum
marized as: using ir2 to generate solution for AC; and using TT1 to check 
if CN truly satisfies the relevant field equations and boundary con
ditions. 

Under the foregoing considerations, the incremental form TT2 of the 
functional corresponding to equation (10) can be shown to be 

wHW
2(Au; Ae; At) = f {AW - p0Ag • Au - AtT: (Ae - VAu)}dv 

- f Af- Auds - f At • (Au - Au)ds (31) 

where AW = AiW + A2W; and 

AiW = -Smn
NAekm&ekn 

A2W = - (d2W/dgijdgu)
NAgijAgki 

(32) 

(33) 

Where W is the strain-energy density per unit initial volume, con
sidered to be expressed symmetrically in terms of g; and the super
script N is used to denote the state CN. Also, in equation (33), Ag is 
a linear function of Ae. It can easily be verified that, 

Atji = dAW/dAey = SjnNAein + ASmj(Sim + eim") 

3jn 

At = SN- (VAu)T + AS • (FN)"T (34) 

It can also be seen that, to a first-order approximation, the incre
mental rotational equilibrium as derivable from equation (16), can 
be written as 

AF • tN + FN • At = Symmetric (35) 

Substituting for At in terms of AF from equation (34), it can be seen 
that the incremental rotational equilibrium is identically satisfied. 
Thus the incremental rotational equilibrium is inherently built in the 
principle through the special structure for AW (that it is a symmetric 
function of Ag). The other variational equations corresponding to 
ivw

2 = 0 are, as can be shown easily 

V • (At) + p0Ag = 0 in V0 

Ae = V Au in VQ 

At = AT on S„0 

Au = A7J on Su o 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

We now examine the possiblity of achieving the contact transforma
tion, AW — AtT: Ae = - AT(At); and if this is possible, and in addi
tion, constraining At to satisfy equations (36) and (38) a priori, one 
can eliminate Ae and Au from equation (31)—in which case, we arrive 
at an incremental truly complementary energy principle involving 
At alone. However, we demand that the incremental rotational 
equilibrium equation (35) (with AF expressed in terms of At) be re
flected in the special structure, if any, for the complementary energy 
density function AT. To these ends, we rewrite equation (34) as 

Atji = Sjn
NAein + EmnQjNFi0

NFkmNAekn 

= Aekn [Sjn
N5ki + Emn0jVFi0"Fkm

N} 

= Aekn*Ejikn 

In the foregoing, we used the notation that 

(40) 
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(41) 

(42) 

Emn0j
N = (d2W/dgmndg0j) at CN 

which, by definition, has the symmetry properties, 

EmnojN - EQjmn
N = Enm0j

N = EnmjoN 

Also, we used the notation that 

*Ejihn = Sjn
N6ki + Emn0j

NFi0
NFkm

N (43) 

which, however, has the only symmetry property, that 

*Ejikn = *Eknji (44) 

Thus, if equation (40) is written in matrix notation, 

(At) = [*E] (Ae) 

+ AtT: [VAu -aN- Aft - Aa • (hN + Ah + / ) ] - PoAg_- Au])^ 

9X1 9X9 9X1 
(Symm) 

(45) 

The foregoing relation can be inverted3 to write 

Aeij=*Eiikr
lAtk, or \Ae} = [*E-1][M] (46) 

where in general, *Eijki~l = *Ekuj~1. Thus, using equation (46), the 
contact transformation can in fact be established to find AT such 
that, 

(dAT/dAtji) = Aetj = *Eijkr
1Atki (47) 

If the incremental rotational equilibrium conditions are inherently 
built into the structure of AT, then the condition 

Aeijtjk
N + F,jNAtjk = Symmetric (48) 

must be identically satisfied when Ae;y is expressed in terms of Atm„. 
Doing so we find the rotational equilibrium to be expressed by the 
necessary condition that 

*Eijmn~
lAtmntjk

N + FijNAtjk must be symmetric. 

I II 
(49) 

It is easily seen that neither of the two terms in the previous expression 
is by itself symmetric. The other possible ways in which the afore
mentioned sum of two terms can be symmetric are: (a) first, one term 
is a transpose of the other; however, it is easy to see that this is not the 
case, and (b) second, the first term can be expressed as the sum of a 
symmetric tensor and the transpose of the second term. However, 
*Eijmn~

1 (with the only symmetry property, *Eijmn = *Emnij) cannot 
be analytically derived. Thus even though *Eymra is the sum of two 
terms, it is in general not possible to decompose *Eijmn~

1 to suit our 
purposes. Thus it appears impossible, at present, to prove the asser
tion (b). 

Even though the symmetry (or lack of it) of the term in equation 
(49) can be decided computationally, for a specific problem, it appears 
that, in general, we cannot expect the symmetry of the said term. Thus 
it appears that even though the incremental contact transformation 
can be achieved to find AT in terms of At; since the rotational equi
librium conditions cannot be proved to He built into the structure of 
AT, the attendant complementary energy principle has little signif
icance. 

Thus we are led to believe that, at present, the most consistent and 
useful development of an incremental complementary energy prin
ciple for finite elasticity is that based on the concept wherein the ro
tational equilibrium conditions follow as a posteriori conditions of 
the variational principle. To this end, we derive the incremental 
functional 7r2 corresponding to equation (21) as (TT1 is given in Ap
pendix 1) 

TTHw^At; Aa; Ah; Au) = f \AW - tNT: [Act • (hN + Ah + I)] 
~ ~ - Jvo - " " - " 

(50) 

3 However, in the first inclement of the present piecewise linear incremental 
process, if the initial configuration Co is unstrained, it follows that Sy„° = 0; F,„° 
= S,o; hence *EJ,A„ = Ejnm0, and hence the (9 X 9) matrix in equation (45) cannot 
be inverted due to the property as in equation (42). However, in the second 
increment, one can set S1 = At (of the first increment), Fl is nonzero, and hence 
the (9 X 9) matrix in equation (45) may, in general, be inverted. 

J At • Auds • J At • (Au - Au)ds 
Sun 

(50) 
(Conf.j 

It is noted that the term tNT: Aa-(hN + 1), even though of first orde 
in Aa, is retained in the expression for ir2 in the foregoing. This is du 
to the fact that Aa is a rotation, subject to the condition of orthosr 
nality, i.e., aT-a = I. If one considers a variation of this term, one 
obtains the constraint conditions, aT-ba is skew-symmetric. Con 
sidering the incremental process, one has, on the other hand, the more 
exact requirement (aNT + AaT)-(aN + Aa) = / ; or in a variational 
sense, (aNT + AgT)-5A«_is skew-symmetric. In practical application 
however, it is convenient to satisfy the orthogonality condition, to a 
first order, i.e., require aNT-aN +^aNT-Aa + AaT-aN = /, or that 
aNT-Aa is skew-symmetric. In the foregoing 

AW' 
1 d2W I 

2 dhijdhmJ 

Arv, = • 
dAW 

dAhu 

(51) 

(52) 

Equation (52) is a piecewise linear relation between Ar and Ah. In
verting this, we construct the contact transformation, 

AW- Ar.Ah = -AR; dAR/dAr = Ah (53) 

By requiring the stress At to satisfy, a priori, the constraint condi-
tionsV-t + p0Ag = 0 in Vo and S'At on S„0 one can eliminate Au 
from 7r2 in equation (50); further Ah is eliminated using the trans
formation in equation (53). When this is done, we obtain the incre
mental complementary energy functional, 

7rc
2(At; Aa) = f (AR + AtT: [Aa • (hN + /)] 

"~ " Jvo ~ -. - -

+ tNT: [Aa • (hN + I)]}dv - C At- Aw ds (54) 
~ J Sun 

With the exact definition, 

Ar = - [tN • Aa + At • aN + AaT • tNT 

- 2 " - -~ - ~ -

+ aNT • AtT + At • Aa + A a T • At_T] (55) 

and the exact orthogonality condition, 

(aN + Aa) • (aNT + AaT) = I; or 

(aN + Aa) • 5AaT = Skew-Sym. (56) 

and noting the stated constraints on At (viz., V-At + poAg = 0 and At 
= At"on S„0), the variational equation S-KC2 ~ 0 can easily be shown 
to lead to the a posteriori constraints: 

VAu = Aa-(hN + I) + aN- Ah + Aa- Ah (57) 

(hN + Ah + 1) • (t_N + At) • (aN + Aa) = symmetric (58) 

Au = Au on Su (59) 

Equations (57) and (58) are the exact forms of incremental compati
bility and total rotational equilibrium in CN+1, respectively. However 
noting that in the first-order approximation solution, that (a) terms 
like At-Aa are omitted in the definition for Ar in equation (55) and 
(6) the orthogonality condition is approximated as aN-AaT+ Aq-aNT 

= 0 such that aN-5AaT is skew-symmetric, one obtains the linearized 
incremental equations, from Sire 2 = 0, instead of equations (57) and 
(58) as 

VAu = Aa • (h* + I) + aN • Ah, (60) 

Ah • tN-aN+ (hN + I) • (tN + At) • aN = symmetric (61) 

We note that equation (61) is an approximated form of rotational 
equilibrium in CN+I- However, since the statement of rotational 
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ilibrium in the immediately preceding state, i.e., CAT, is built into 
ration (61), an inherent check for rotational equilibrium for each 

ce9sive stage may be considered as being built into equation 

Tn apply'nS the complementary energy principle as stated through 
, functional in equation (54), one has to assume a stress field At in 

ch element such that not only the equation V>At + poAg = 0 is 
tisfied in each element, but also such that the principle of action 

nd reaction (or traction reciprocity) is satisfied at the interfaces of 
dioining elements. With the notation that: Vom is the volume of the 

mth element; d V0m its boundary; 
^"Om a n d Suom a r e portions of d Vom 

where tractions and displacements, respectively, are prescribed, pom 

is that portion of d Vom which is common to that of an adjacent ele
ment (so-called interelement boundary); superscripts (+) and (—) to 
denote, arbitrarily, the left and right sides of an interelement 
boundary in the limit as such a boundary is approached; we note the 
interelement traction reciprocity condition to be of the form, 

(n- At)+ + (n- At)~ = 0 at POtT: (62) 

If the assumed stress field At in each element doesn't satisfy the 
foregoing constraint a priori, then the constraint equation (62) can 
be introduced into the functional of equation (54) using Lagrange 
multipliers Aup as follows: 

_T O S
2(At; Aa; Aup) 

= £ f {AR + AtT: [Aa • (hN + I)] + tNT: [Aa • (hN + I)]}dv 

At_ • Auds -E f a-
m *J PQm 

At-

In the foregoing, AUP can be identified as interelement boundary 
displacements, and are required to be inherently "compatible" (i.e., 
they must be unique) at the interelement boundary. The variational 
equations corresponding to equation (63), can be shown to be, in ad
dition to those already stated in equations (57)-(59), the necessary 
interelement traction and displacement conditions, at pom 

u = u = Up 

(n-At)+ + (n- At) = 0 

(64a) 

(64b) 

Consistent with the general philosophy of the finite-element 
methods based on relaxed requirements of interelement continuity 
conditions for admissible field variables [4, 11], the finite-element 
model, as stated through equation (63), is labeled here as an "Assumed 
Stress Hybrid Finite-Element Model." 

Deve lopment of F i n i t e - E l e m e n t A l g e b r a i c E q u a t i o n s 
For clarity and conciseness, only the essential steps pertaining 

to the finite-element formulation for a three-dimensional case fol
lowed by the specific assumptions for a plane-stress case are indicated; 
further details can be found in [16]. First, the stress tensor At that 
satisfies equation (36) is derived from a first-order stress function 
tensor }p such that 

At = Y X i + At<f 

where AtoP is any particular solution. In component form, 

,-,„ + Atm;P (65) 

where emnp is the usual alternating tensor. A satisfactory treatment 
of the boundary condition n- At = A? on S„m for general boundaries 
requires, in general, the introduction of these as constraint conditions 
into the functional in equation (63). Thus, by selecting Aup such that 

-THSHM, Aa; Aup) = £ f (Afl + AtT : [Aa • (hN + I)] 

+ tNT: [Aa • (hN + I)]}dv - L f n • At - Aupds (66) 

£ i At' AUpds 
m *) S„ m *s &<jQm 

(66) 

(Cont.) 

For convenience, we now introduce the familiar matrix notation and 
write 

{Atm;| = (em„p</v;,„ + AtmjP) = [A] (A/3] + (AtP) 
9X1 9Xa o X l 9X1 

(67) 

where A/3 are " a " undetermined parameters in the first-order stress 
functions \ppj- From these, the tractions at dVm are derived according 
to the apparent definition, as 

lAty] = |Atmj-rem! = [A*](A/3( + |A*tP) 
3X1 3X1 

(68) 

Now, for a 3-dimensional case, the nine rotation components ay-
are subject to 6 orthogonality relations, thus leaving 3 independent 
rotation parameters. With this in mind, the assumption for a can be 
written as 

\Aaij] = [B*] \AB\ = [B*] [C*\ (AM) = [B] (A„) 
9X1 9X3 3X1 9X3 3X6 6X1 

(69) 

where A6 are the 3 rotation parameters; and AM are "b" undetermined 
parameters in the assumed functions for AS. The third field variable 
Aup at dVom is assumed as 

|Afl„) = [L] \Aq\ 
3X1 3Xc cXl 

(70) 

where L are interpolates that uniquely interpolate for displacements 
along any boundary segment in terms of their respective values at 
nodes along that segment. 

At this point it is noted that tN, aN, and hN are known quantities 
at CN and thus there are no undetermined parameters left in them. 
Thus, from the relation, 

Ar = - [tN-Aa+At-aN+ AocT • tNT + aNT• At7] (71) 
" 2 -• 

one can construct, 

iAriy! = [DjJlA/3) + [D2]{Ap.] + |ArP) (72) 

with apparent definitions [DJ and [D2] in terms of [A] and [B], and 
the known tN and aN, as through equation (71). Now we consider the 
matrix representation4 for A a-(hN +1) as 

{Aff • (hN + /)] = {Aajk(hkm
N + hm)\ (73) 

Noting that, in the foregoing, the only undetermined parameters are 
AM, one can clearly write that 

\Aa.(hN + I)}={R}\AvL\ 
9X1 9X6 6X1 

Likewise, since t " is known, we write 

\lN\ = \tmi
N\ 

9X1 

(74) 

(75) 

Finally, we write the matrix representation for the relation between 
Ahtj and Arij as 

Ahij = dAR/dArtj or {Ah\ = [E]\Ar] 
(76) 

Using equations (72) and (76) we write 

f Afl = i f lArl[E]\Ar\du 

- i f (LA/JJIDilWDiliAfl + L A M j M W D d l A M ) 
2 JVom 

+ 2LA0J[fl1]r[£][D2](AM) + 2LA^J[Z)1]^]|ArP] (77) 

4 Due care is exercised in writing the elements of this column vector in such a 
way that the vector dot product of this with L At J agrees with the tensor trace 
notation used in equation (66). 
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+ 2LAMJ[D2]T[£](ArP!) = -LA0j[H n](A# 

+ -LAMJ[H22](AM! + LA/3J[H12][AMj 

-fLA^JlAQxI + LAMjiAQal (77) 
(Cont.) 

with apparent definitions for Hn, H22, H i 2 , AQi, and AQ2, which are, 
of course, evaluated through integration over Vom by numerical 
quadrature. Likewise, one can write 

P AtT: [Aa • (hN + I)]du = f ([A0\[A]T + { AtP \)[R]{Api.}dv 

= LA/3J[P]|AM1 + LAQ3JIAM) (78) 

also with apparent definitions for P and AQ3. Similarly, 

f t^T; [A« . (hN + j)]dl] 

Likewise, 

J At • Au„ds •• 
aVom 

f [tmj
N]{R]\An\ = YAQc}{An} (79) 

f (LAfllA^ + LA^PJMLUA?! 

= LA^J[G]jA9) + LAQ4J{Aq| (80) 

Finally, 

P AF-Aupds= P LAtJ[L](Aglds = LAQ6J|Ag) (81) 

~*HS E L A M J V 2 L ( H 1 2 + P ) ^ 

+ 

Using equations (77)-(81) one can rewrite equation (66) as 

I A/3 j 11 |- H11 (H12 + p)-lrA/31 

A îfAQx ) _ | ^ | r ^ - i 
. A M J I A Q 2 + A Q 3 + A Q C ) LAn-lLzeroJ 

- L A Q 4 - A Q B J ( A Q ! (82) 

As shown in [17] for the linear elastic case, the matrix H n cannot by 
itself be inverted, due to the fact that certain combinations of linear 
terms in Xi, X2 , and X3 in the assumed functions for stress-functions 
4>ij produce zero stress-energy; thus there exists a nonzero vector A/3 
for which the stress-energy is zero; however, the entire matrix con
sisting of H n , H22, and H12 in equation (82) can be inverted. Also in 
equation (82), A/3 and A/* are independent for each element, where 
as Aq are common to a set of adjoining elements. Thus, varying -WHS 
with respect to A/3 and An, we obtain the equations at the element 
level, as 

A/31 

AM J 

I ^ H I A , ) - ' A Q I 

L zeroJ 

[ f f n (H1 2+p) "IfA/3, 

L(H12 + p ) r H 2 2 J I A M ' 

, (83) 
lAQ2 + AQ3+ AQ, 

where H is defined in the apparent way. In the foregoing AQC can be 
interpreted as residual forces to check the rotational equilibrium in 
C]v. Solving for [A/3, An] from equation (83) in terms of Aq and sub
stituting in equation (82), we obtain 

-™=£K(LA4o]T[HK?]H 
[ G1T f-AOi 

OJ [ H r l U + AQ 3 + A Q £ 
- LA9JJAQ4 - AQB) = E - i lAq\m[km]\Aq\m + LAqjjAQ) (84) 

m 2, 
where 

Kr'<"-[?] 
m-ffim*"* AQ2 + AQ3 + AQ< 

[ A Q 4 - A Q 5 

(85) 

(86) 

The km is the incremental (tangent) stiffness matrix of the structure 
and AQ are equivalent incremental nodal forces. Noting the connec' 
tivity of nodes, the summation over the elements as indicated in 
equation (84) can be carried out, and the global "tangent" stiffness 
matrix and nodal force vector can be formed, and the solution for Ao* 
(where Ag* are independent global-nodal displacements) can be 
carried out in the usual fashion. Knowing Ag*, A/3, and Ap for each 
element can be found from equation (83); from this, At and Aa can 
be found; and through these, the new values qN+1, tN+1, hN+i,rN+\ 
uN+1 in C N + I can be evalued; thus setting the stage for the solution 
for the increment CN+I to CW+2 for any N. 

Finite-Strain Analysis of a Nonlinear-Elastic Sheet 
The aforementioned general theoretical developments are now 

specialized to the case of plane-stress analysis of finite strain problems 
of compressible elastic solids. For the plane stress case the assump-
tions that ti3 = t3i = t23 = t32 = t33 = 0 can be made; and further the 
rotation tensor a can be assumed to have the properties «i3 = a31 = 
«23 = <*32 = 0 and 0:33 = 1 (where x 1, x 2 are directions in the plane of 
the sheet and xs is the thickness coordinate). The example considered 
is the prescribed stretching of a thin elastic sheet (8 in. X 8 in. X 0.05 
in. thick); the prescribed stretch being assumed to be to twice its 
original length. Thus the boundary conditions can be stated as 

: 0 at x\ = ±4; u2 = ±4 at x2 ;±4 (87) 

The material is assumed to be of the Blatz-ko [12] type, whose 
strain-energy density per unit initial volume is assumed to be char
acterized by 

U//2) [«. W=(nf/2)\J1-3 + -(J3 
a 

""-I)] 

^ U - 3 + ^ ( J 8 - - l ) l (88) 
2 L a J 

where fi, f, and a are material constants and further 

Ji=h; J2 = h/h; Ja = VT3 (89) 

where 7; are the principal invariants of the deformation tensor G. In 
Appendix 2 we briefly indicate the form for incremental complemental.. 
energy density function AR (as a quadratic function of the incre
mental Jaumann stress tensor Ary) as derived from the strain-energy 
density function in equation (88). In the present problem, for sim
plicity, the body forces are assumed to be zero. The plane-stress in
cremental stress field is assumed from the first-order stress functions, 
as 

At 11 = 1̂ 1,2; At i 2 = <p2,z; At21 = -^1,1; At22 = -\p2,i (9°) 

wherein 1/1 and i/'2 are chosen to be 

\pi = xiA/3i + x2A0z + xi2A/33 + *i*2A/34 + x2
2A/35; 

and 

fa = x 1A/36 + x 2A/37 + x ^Afo + x lX 2 A/39 + x 2
2 A/310 (91) 

Then the number "a" of stress parameters A/3 in the present example 
is 10. 

The special case when A/3i = — Aft and other A/3's are zero corre
sponds to a zero stress-energy state and this is responsible for the need 
to invert the matrix H as a whole in equation (91). The two-dimen
sional rotation field tensor a is assumed as 

[auN<xi2Na2i
NanN] = [Cos 6N Sin 6N - Sin 6N Cos 8N] (92) 

It is easy to see that the foregoing satisfies the required orthogonality 
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BLATZ-KO MATERIAL , Equation (96) 
/ i •= 40 PSI 
f - 0.0 
a • 1.0 ( v l / 4 ) 

i 

= tj = 0V x, = !4 
u, = i4 j x8 = t 4 

6 x 6 NON-UNIFORM MESH IN 
QUARTER SHEET (FIG. 2) 

Fig. 1 Average—stretch ratio, e 

' 0 mm ^ . . i w v r \ ^ 0 * 

—i _ _ . — . — i 

1 ^ p5B»—( 

_ _ b— -Y 

i ~ — — — i — — — — — * > 

I I—6 ' 1 1 I — > ^ ^ ^ ^ — — — o & ' 

Fig. 2 Final deformed configuration at e = 1.0 

condition, oyafc; = &ik(i, j , k = 1, 2). The incremental rotation field 
A« = a""1"1 — « * is then assumed as:5 

(AaiiAffi2Aa2iAa22] 

= [-Sin eN Cos eN - Cos 6N - Sin 0N] A0 (93) 

The incremental rotation field can be seen to satisfy the required 
linearized orthogonality condition, viz., 

aN- AaT + Aa-aNT = 0 

•xijNAakj + \aijakj
N = 0 (i,k = l, 2) (94) 

It is also noted that if Ad is sufficiently small, the incremental rotation 
field can also be considered to satisfy the exact orthogonality condi
tion, 

aijNAakj + Aaijahj
N + AatjActkj = 0 (i,k = l, 2) (95) 

to an accuracy of order (A8)2: The variation of A6 over the element 
can be assumed as a general polynomial in x\ and xi with parameters 
A/»;. However, in the present calculations, A0 is assumed to be constant 
over each element. Finally, the geometry of the finite-element con
sidered is that of a 4-noded rectangular element in the underformed 
configuration, C0. The third field variable, up at dV0m is simply as
sumed to be a linear function on each segment of the boundary of the 
rectangle. The specific constants ft, f, and a that are chosen for the 
present numerical example are as in Fig. 1. A 6 X 6 nonuniform mesh 
for a quarter of the sheet (only which needs to be analyzed due to 
symmetry) is considered in Co configuration, as also shown in Fig. 1 
(each element has 8 displacement degrees of freedom). The considered 
total average stretch of 100 percent of the sheet is imposed in 20 in
crements of 5.0 percent when Newton-Raphson-type iterations (due 
to corrective terms arising from the functional -w1 as in equation (30)) 
are used; whereas when no iterations are used (i.e., ir1 is excluded from 
the formulation), the total stretch is imposed in 40 increments of 2.5 
percent each. An average of 3 iteratipns in each increment we found 
necessary to achieve convergence. 

Fig. 1 shows the total axial load necessary to achieve various levels 
of average stretch. The results with finer increments and no iterations 
were not noticeably different from those with twice large increments 
and with interations, and hence no distinction is made between these 
in Fig. 1. Preliminary results for a similar problem (1 in. X 1 in.) sheet, 
with a uniform 6 X 6 mesh, with 40 increments and no iterations were 
reported in [4]. From these and the present results, judging from a 
computational time viewpoint it appears to us that, in the present type 
of formulation, it is simpler to consider smaller increments with no 
iterations. 

6 It is possible to retain terms of order (AS)2 in the expression for Aa in 
equation (93). In fact when this was done, the convergence of the present results 
Was observed to be somewhat accelerated. Further details of this are omitted 
due to space reasons. 

Fig. 3 Rotation 0(X1O) at final deformed configuration 

eao 2&f 

Fig. 4 Contours of t22 at final deformed configuration (e = 1.0) 

The deformed configuration of the sheet at the final stage of 100 
percent stretch is shown in Fig. 2. The contours of computed rotation 
parameter 6 at the final stage (100 percent stretch) are plotted in Fig. 
3, which shows the largest values at the upper left-hand corner and 
these are consistent with the deformation profiles as shown in Fig. 
2. Contours of Piola-Lagrange stress t22 at the final stage are shown 
in Fig. 4. 
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C o n c l u d i n g R e m a r k s 
In an incremental total Lagrangean formulation of a hybrid stress 

finite-element method it is found possible to achieve an incremental 
contact transformation to express the complementary energy density 
entirely in terms of the incremental, unsymmetric, Piola-Lagrange 
stress tensor. However in such a case, it is also found impossible to 
verify that the incremental rotational equilibrium equations are 
embedded in the structure of the incremental complementary energy 
density. Thus it is concluded that the most rational and useful way, 
from a practical viewpoint, is to allow the rotational equilibrium 
equations to be the Euler equations of a variational principle, corre
sponding to variations in the tensor of rotation. A successful appli
cation of this new hybrid stress finite-element method to the finite 
strain analysis of compressible nonlinear-elastic solids is demon
strated. The rather natural extension of this method to incompressible 
solids is being reported in a companion paper. 
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APPENDIX 1 
The incremental functional IT1 corresponding to equation (29);, 

7THiv1(At; Aa; Ah; Au) 

£ <dW\ 
: Ah + AtJ: [I + VuN - qN • (hN + I)] 

'Vol oft. IN ' 

+ tN: [VAu - aN • Ah] - pog" • Au\ dv - C IN • Auds 

~ f At-(uN-ZN)ds- f tN-Au.ds (9ej 

As stated in the text, the functionals IT1 are used in generating cor. 
rective iteration procedures. 

APPENDIX 2 
The strain-energy density function W for the Blatz-ko material is 

indicated in equation (88) with Ji defined as in equation (89). If J; are 
the principal invariants of the deformation tensor G, and hi are 
principal invariants of the stretch tensor (J + h), it is known that 

h = h1
2-2h2; I2 = h2

2-2h3h1; I3 = h3
2 (97) 

we consider the plane stress case; i.e., £13 = t3i = £23 = £32 = £33 = 0; 
and ai3 = a3i = a23 = <*32 = 0, and 0:33 = 1. The incremental strain-
energy density AW as used in ir2 of equation (50) is 

1 r&2W| 
AW = - t r a c e -Ah-Ah 

2 Ldh2\hN »] 
Through lengthy, but relatively straightforward algebra, we derive 
this to be 

AW = — \\(Ah1)
2-2A2h2) 

+ - l-aiJ^)-"-1 A2/i3 + ~a(a + l)(J3
N)-"~2{Ah3)

2\ 1 

+ A ' (1 ~ f) \ - \ {(Ah2)
2 + 2h2

NA2h2 - 2hl
NA2hs - 2Ah3Ahi\ 

2 Lis" 

+ h ( ~ Jf^l(Ahs)2 + 2fe3NA%3) + ^ ; |2ft3
NAh,P } 

(hN)2 

2 

hs
N\2h2NAh2 - 2h3

NAh1 - 2h1
NAh3}Ah3 

)] + - J ff(J3
JV)a-1A%3 + -a(a- l)(J3

N)"-2(Ah3)
2 \ \ (98) 

where, the following notation applies: 

Ahi = Ahn + Ah.22 + Ah33 

Ah2 = (2 + fr22 + h33)Ahu - h2\AhX2 - hi2Ah2i 

+ (2 + hn + h33)Ah22 + (2 + hu + h22)Ahm \ 

A/13 = (1 + h22)(l + h33)Ahu - (1 + h33)h2lAhi2 

- (1 + h33)h12Ah21 + [(1 + ftii)(l + fc22) - fcizMAA33 

+ (1 + h3 3)(l + fcu)MM 

A%2 = AhuAh22 - Ah12Ah21 + AhnAh33 + Ah22Ah33 

A2h3 = (1 + /i33)(A/iiiA/i22 - A/112A/S21I 

+ Ah.33((l + hn)Ah22 + (1 + h22)Ahn 

- hl2Ah21 - h21Ah12] (99) 

In the foregoing, hij are known quantities hijN at the iVth stage and 
the superscript N has been omitted for convenience. It is now seen 
AW in equation (98) is a quadratic form in Ahij. Thus the incremental 
constitutive law 

Aru 
i>AW 

dAha 
(100) 
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• linear, can be inverted, and hence through the contact transfer- such that 
Jnation, we find 

Aha = -
dAfl 
dAr;, 

(102) 

(101) Further details can be found in [16]. 
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SEPTEMBER 2 8 - 3 0 , 1978 LOCATION: LINKOPING, SWEDEN 
CONTACT PROBLEMS E LOAD TRANSFER IN MECHANICAL ASSEMBLAGES 
EUROPEAN MECHANICS COLLOQUIA CONTACT: PROF. B. G. A. PERSSON 
LINKOPING INST. OF TECHNOLOGY, S-581 83 LINKOPING, SWEDEN 

OCTOBER 3 - 5 , 1978 LOCATION: CAPE COO, MASSACUSETS 
ARHY SYHPOSIUH ON SOLID HECHANICS, 197B 
ARMY MAT. £ HECH. RESEARCH CE CONTACT: MR. R. MORRISSEY 
ARHY HAT. C MECH. RESEARCH CEN., WATERTOWN, MA. 02172 

OCTOBER 1 0 - 1 1 , 1978 LOCATION: PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
SYM ON NONDESTRUCTIVE EVAL. £ FLAW CRIT. FOR COMPOSITE MAT. 
ASTH CONTACT: DR. R. BYRON PIPES 
CEN. FCR COHPOSITE MATERIALS, U. OF DEL., NEWARK, DEL. 19711 

LOCATION: INDIANAPOLIS, IN OCTOBER 11-12 , 1978 
SESA FALL WORKSHOP 
SESA CONTACT: MR. B.E. ROSSI 
2 1 BRIDGE SQUARE,WESTPORT, CN. 06880 

OCTOBER 15-19, 1978 LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO. 
78 THS/AIHE FALL MEETING 
AIHE CONTACT: MET. SDC./AIME 
345 E. 47TH ST., NEH YORK, NEW YORK 10017 

LOCATION: CHICAGO, ILL OCTOBER 16-20 , 1978 
ASCE CONVENTION 
AERO. STRUC. £ MATERIALS COHH CONTACT: OR. GORDON BJORKMAN JR 
CE DEPT., DREXEL UNIV . , PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19104 

OCTOBER 17-19,1978 LOCATION: KIAMESHA LAKE, NY 
10TH SAMPE NATIONAL TECHNICAL CONF. 
SAHPE CONTACT: MR. GEORGE LUBIN 
SAMPE NSTC-10, GRUMMAN AERO, CORP. MSA04-12, BETHPAGE, NY 11714 

OCTOBER 17-19 , 1978 LOCATION: WASHINGTON, D.C. 
49TH STOCK AND VIBRATION SYHPOSIUH 
NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CEN CONTACT: SHOCK £ VIBRATION INF. C 
CODE 8404, NAVAL RESEARCH CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20375 

OCTOBER 18 -20 , 1978 LOCATION: PHILADELPHIA CIVIC CENTE 
JOINT AUTOMATIC CONTROL CONFERENCE 
AACC CONTACT: JACC/78-PHILADELPHIA 
P.O. BOX 34093P, PITTSBURGH, PA. 15264 

OCTOBER 2 3 - 2 7 , 1978 LOCATION: BOURNEMOUTH, DORSET, ENG 
2N0 WORLD CONGRESS ON FINITE ELEMENT METHODS 

CONTACT: RESEARCH ASSOC. INT. LIM 
COMMERCIAL ROAD, ST. SAMPSON, GUERNSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS 
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